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ABSTRACT

Grabbing users’ attention is a fundamental aspect of interactive systems. However, there is a disconnect between the ways our devices notify us and how our bodies do so naturally. In this paper, we explore the body’s modality of itching as a way to provide such natural feedback. We create itching sensations via low-current electric stimulation, which allows us to quickly generate this sensation on demand. In our first study, we explore the design space around itching and how changes in stimulation parameters influence the resulting sensation. In a second study we compare vibration feedback and itching integrated in a smartwatch form factor. We find that we can consistently induce itching sensations and that these are perceived as more activating and interrupting than vibrotactile stimuli.

CCS Concepts

•Human-centered computing → Haptic devices; Empirical studies in HCI;
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INTRODUCTION

Our bodies are able to steer our attention in diverse ways. We shiver/sweat when our body’s temperature moves outside a normal range. We yawn and our eyelids feel heavy when we are tired. All these are natural ways to prompt us to make a change, like going to sleep. Yet, the ways our devices notify us do not tap into this repertoire of natural feedback mechanisms.

Instead, our devices blink and vibrate to get our attention. While we perceive these messages through our bodies, they remain artificial and external in nature. Just as natural user interfaces are designed with input that make use of the inherent expressiveness of the body (e.g., full body gestures) [32], we argue that feedback as well should align with the body. Hence, we explore using itching as a feedback modality in interactive systems. Itching is one of the body’s natural attention-capturing mechanisms. According to Eccleston, it nudges us to pay attention to our skin, possibly to reinforce grooming behavior [9], making it a good candidate for feedback.
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Figure 1. We explore skin irritations, such as itching, by means of electrical stimulation for use as a feedback modality. The sensations generated with this method range from gentle and soothing ones all the way to stinging and irritating ones. Compared to vibrotactile feedback, itching grabs attention more and increases the urge to react.

Because of the way itching is already used by the body it is a relatively unpleasant sensation compared to other feedback modalities. While this makes it less suitable for communicating some types of feedback (e.g., incoming birthday wishes), this property can be desirable for other scenarios. For example, creating discomfort is a way to nudge users towards completing tasks they might otherwise procrastinate on (e.g., filing their taxes), or can be a part of storytelling [2]. An additional benefit of itching is that it is closely linked to the action of scratching. Hence, not only does it capture our attention, it also nudges us to move our hand to the affected location—a property valuable for interactive systems that not only aim to notify a user, but also elicit a response.

In this paper we investigate itching as a feedback modality. Starting with an overview on the sensation of itching, we then focus on electrically generated itch sensations. We present a custom stimulator design to induce itching sensations. In a first user study, we used this device to gather qualitative experience ratings for a wide range of stimulation signals from 12 participants. Our results show that our device induced itch sensations, but also activated several other electrotactile sensations, from gentle soothing to intensely irritating ones. In a second study with 14 participants, we narrow the sensations to only itching and compare it against vibrotactile feedback. We show it is possible to consistently create itching sensations and that they are more interrupting and activating than vibrotactile stimuli. We also asked participants to indicate preferences for 10 notification scenarios and find that itching is the preferred modality when in more somber situations, such as during work or when in traffic.
RELATED WORK

While we explore itching as a feedback modality for interactive systems, there is previous work on itch in other fields, primarily medicine and psychology. Itch feedback uses the skin as an output surface and thus also relates to previous systems similarly appropriating the skin for input and output.

Itching

A comprehensive overview of the sensation of itching was provided by Eccleston [9]. Three aspects are particularly interesting in the context of interaction: (1) The function of itching is partly to promote skin awareness (as part of hygiene behavior), guiding our attention and in fact our hands (to scratch) in order to self-groom. (2) Itching is socially contagious and the awareness it raises about the self also heightens said awareness in others. (3) The act of scratching can actually be pleasurable and thus there is an inherent reward system to promote self-grooming actions. These aspects underline the potential of itching for capturing attention.

The connection between itching and scratching was explored by Hall [14], who noted: “Itches don’t describe some state of the body at the felt location. Rather the intentional content of an itch is an imperative: ‘scratch!’” Eccleston also stated that, “you can’t have an itch without the notion of scratching being present — it’s built into the itch experience.” As reported by bin Saif et al., itch-induced scratching can even lead to pleasure [3]. They found a significant correlation between itching intensity and pleasurable scratching. This might partly be due to the itch relief that is achieved by the scratching.

Previous work describes multiple ways of artificially evoking itch sensations (for an overview see, e.g., [15]). For example, Fukuoka et al. showed how mechanical stimulation of skin hairs on the face could trigger an “intense pure itch” in study participants [12]. A common approach is biochemically-induced itch, such as via histamine (e.g., used in [17, 43, 44, 54, 60]) or other substances [55]. Itching can also be evoked psychologically, for example, using visual stimuli. Showing people pictures of bugs or skin conditions [30], or videos of others scratching themselves [44] can induce itching. Yet, these methods are not easily integrated into or suitable for interactive devices.

A more suitable approach is to use electric stimulation to evoke an itch response. As early as 1943, Bishop reported that electrical stimulation can have this effect [4]. He experimented with direct stimulation of receptors in the skin via a “small electrical spark” from a high voltage (3000 V) stimulator. Other examples of early explorations of electrically-induced itch are works by Shelley et al. [53] and Tuckett [60].

With electrical stimulation, experimenters were consistently able to generate itching sensations in their participants. For example, in Tuckett’s study, 22 out of 24 participants reported itching sensations and a wish to scratch the stimulated area. Other studies confirming this kind of effect include Edwards et al. [10], Ikoma et al. [17], and Ozawa et al. [43]. Others, such as Tashiro and Higashiyama [59], have shown that this kind of stimulation does not only create itching sensations, but in fact can result in a wider range of stimuli.

With electrical stimulation, it makes a difference where a stimulator is attached. For example, Tuckett reported that he could evoke itching sensations on hairy skin, but not on glabrous skin [60]. He noted that this is likely due to the type of available nerve endings depending on the kind of skin. We can thus expect variance due to electrode placement, but also due to individual skin differences.

Skin-Based Input & Output

Integrating interactive devices with the skin has seen strong interest [56]. On-skin circuitry can be used to sense touch, trigger mechanoreceptors, light up LEDs/thermochromic pigments, or transmit data [21, 22, 24, 31, 62]. In addition to electronics, on-skin interfaces can also be biochemical [6]. For example, Bandodkar et al. developed a tattoo-like sensor that measures glucose levels in the skin [1]. Both chemical and electronic approaches could be used to build itch feedback stimulators. For this paper we built a conventional prototype that connects to standard electrodes.

Where we focus on output on the skin, this could be coupled with one of the many approaches for on-skin input. Examples of such systems are SkinTrack [63], AuraSense [64], SenSkin [42], or Sound of Touch [38]. By combining on-skin input with output, complete interactive systems can be realized, such as in Laput et al.’s Skin Buttons [28].

Where tattoo- or projection-based feedback uses only the surface of the skin, itching works within the skin. This is similar to the ScatterWatch system [46], where the transmissive properties of the skin are exploited to create glowing auras of light inside the skin. However, in contrast to glowing light, itching is not observable by others.

DESIGNING AN ITCH STIMULATOR

We chose electrically-induced itch as the most suitable approach. Generating itch sensations this way requires an electrical stimulator as well as tuning of the electrical signal for itching. Apart from the signal parameters itself (see Figure 2), electrode size, type, and placement also have an influence on the properties of the feedback (see, e.g., [20, 49] for early overviews of work on electrical stimulation of the skin).

In previous work outside HCI, higher signal frequencies were commonly reported to increase itch intensity. For example, Tuckett reported an increase of intensity for frequencies between 2–40 Hz [60]. However, for 100 Hz stimuli, this relationship ceased. More recent work by Ikoma et al. found similarly increasing intensity up to their tested maximum of 200 Hz [17]. On the other hand, Edwards et al. [10] used only 50 Hz signals and Ozawa et al. [43] only tested 5 Hz ones.

![Figure 2. The stimulus signal we use for itching sensations is a biphasic square wave. We vary the signal frequency (period), pulse width, and pulse amplitude. Shown here is a 30 Hz signal with 1 mA pulses of 5 ms duration (10 ms for both phases).](image-url)
The pulse width of the signal, together with the amplitude, defines the amount of power transmitted. Ikoma et al. found an increase of itch intensity with increasing pulse duration (0.08–8 ms) [17]. Other studies only used constant levels of pulse width. For example, Edwards et al. only applied 10 ms pulses and achieved good results with that [10].

Larger signal amplitudes have generally corresponded to stronger itch sensations. However, at some point the intensity of itch goes down and pain takes over as the dominant sensation. For example, in Ikoma et al.’s work, this point was at 0.12 mA [17]. Tashiro and Higashiyama reported a maximum for itch intensity at around 0.3 mA [59].

These previous results show that there is no clear prediction of what sensation or what strength an electrical stimulation will induce. The required parameters change with the study setup and influence each other. Furthermore, there are participant differences that can influence how a signal is perceived. Yet, the previous work provides a rough range in which we can search for the desired sensations. In this paper, we thus restrict our study of electrotactile sensations to signals of around 50 Hz, with a duration between 2–5 ms, and amplitudes under 1 mA. Note that within this parameter range we are not performing electric muscle stimulation where the goal is actuation of users.

### Hardware Design

To generate electrically-induced itch sensations, we need a stimulator that is able to provide signals in the range described above. Such a device should be small, to allow for wearability, safety during use, and allow for easy and flexible external control.

There are a number of existing designs for functional electric stimulators in the literature. Such devices are sometimes described as transcutaneous electric nerve stimulators (TENS), other times as electric muscle stimulators (EMS), primarily dependent on their intended application area. All those systems generate an electric signal that is routed through the body via electrodes. Designs can also be distinguished by their waveform (monophasic or biphasic), the possible pulse lengths, the output mode (constant current or constant voltage), and their amplitude range.

Stimulators can be designed for high stimulation voltages [47], which also allows for high stimulation currents [34, 51]. I tching only requires lower currents and thus more basic designs can be used. We base our design on a boost converter and h-bridge combination already used successfully in previous work [8, 16, 57, 58, 61]. Where we use a constant current source for current regulation (similar to [7, 50]), more efficient closed-loop designs are possible [36].

In general, electrical stimulators are fairly commoditized and TENS/EMS units, such as the prorelax TENS + EMS Super Duo, are available without restriction for self-treatment of aches, muscle training, or relaxation of tensions. Furthermore, many gyms offer EMS-based training, while some spas offer TENS treatments. Some of these units are certified as medical devices, but many others only come with, for example, more limited CE certificates.

Functional electric stimulation devices are already available to, and in use by, the general public. Correspondingly, they are considered sufficiently safe for unsupervised use by non-experts, for example, for workouts. However, for research purposes such off-the-shelf devices are lacking in flexibility and level of available control. Yet, research prototypes can achieve similar levels of safety, by adhering to the best practices followed by these devices. However, note that non-conformant use (e.g., wearing electrodes over the heart) of such devices can still pose a risk.

The schematic of our itching stimulator design is shown in Figure 3. Our circuit is designed as an add-on board to an Adafruit Feather microcontroller. This allows for easy prototyping and for wireless control (Bluetooth or WiFi) of the stimulator during deployment. Similar to Steward et al. [57], we use an h-bridge for the output stage. As in most of the previous designs, we also use a boost regulator to create a stimulation voltage higher than the battery voltage.

In our circuit, the nominal 3.7 V from the battery or 5 V from USB are boosted to 34.3 V by an MIC2619 regulator. The built-in overvoltage protection is configured to make sure no voltage higher than 35.0 V can be generated at this stage. Instead of tuning the output of the boost converter directly, we pass the signal through a PSSI2021SAY constant current source. This allows us to select the desired output current directly via an attached MCP41HVX digital potentiometer.

To guard against any potentiometer error, a fixed resistor is put in series. A 300 Ω resistor, for example, ensures the maximum possible current after this stage would be 2.065 mA. At the output stage, the signal is passed through a DMHC4035LSD h-bridge. The final biphasic signal is then created by the microcontroller switching the h-bridge configuration.

Figure 4 shows the final board design and size. As described above, this design includes several components to ensure the generated signal is limited to safe current and voltage levels (see [26, 48] for overviews of applicable safety considerations). We also added an option to supply the voltage to the current source externally to enable operating the stimulator from a benchtop power supply. A second connector also allows using an external resistor setup for current control. This can, for example, be used to manually control the amplitude with a potentiometer during prototyping.
Previous work in HCI has often attached to off-the-shelf EMS units. For example, the openEMSstim toolkit\(^1\) attenuates incoming EMS signals from such units. This results in much larger setups, which limits their suitability for in-the-wild studies or integration into small devices like wearables. Furthermore, not having full control over the generated signal limits how much of the functional electrical stimulation design space can be explored. The openEMSstim toolkit was also not designed for the much lower current signals we are interested here. We hope that by making our design and code available\(^2\), this can benefit other researchers interested in functional electrical stimulation.

Our system can attach to any pair of output electrodes via a standard header connector. Potentially, our stimulator could be combined with more complex electrode grids to more precisely control where the signal is applied. Examples of such systems are Keller et al.’s [23] or Franceschi et al.’s [11] flexible electrode matrices, but also Nathan’s early electrode belts [39]. More complex activations could be achieved by adding multiple output channels to the stimulator (such as in [19]).

**LOCATING AND QUALIFYING ITCH SENSATIONS**

As we have described above previous work has reported a range of parameters that might induce itching, but there is no consensus on the exact signal setting to use. Furthermore, the parameter space for electrical stimulation is complex and sensations other than itching are likely to also be induced. The parameter space is also large and testing of every possible setting hence not feasible (although interactive exploration of such spaces has been shown to work [45]). A first task thus is to determine suitable stimulation parameters for itching.

In our first study, we focus on two main questions:

**Q1** Which stimuli induce the sensation of itching?

**Q2** What are qualitative properties of itching sensations?

Previous work in the medical field commonly concentrated only on perceived levels of itch and pain. We map a larger set of sensations in that space in order to determine the relationship of itching to other sensations. In addition to locating itching sensations, we also gather qualitative feedback on them and the other perceived sensations.

\(^1\)https://github.com/PedroLopes/openEMSstim
\(^2\)https://github.com/henningpohl/itch-feedback

In human-computer interaction, the sensations we investigate have come up in Kruijff et al.’s work on using EMS systems for interaction [27]. While those on-skin sensations were potential confounds in their investigation of muscle activation, our case is different: We would like to focus on the on-skin sensation and avoid muscle activity. Experiential aspects of EMS sensations have recently also been investigated by Knibbe et al. [25]. A study with similar approach, yet with a different focus, is Geng et al.’s work on electrotactile stimulation on the forearm [13]. They focused on stimuli with a limited number of pulses and ultimately aim at sensory substitution. A similar goal is pursued by Marcus and Fuglevand with their skin stimulation on the back of the neck [33].

**Design**

The study was a within-subjects design with the stimulus parameters (frequency, amplitude, and pulse width) as independent variables. We split the study into two phases: An initial qualitative phase with short stimuli and a second phase where participants received longer stimuli. Within each phase, stimulus choice was randomized.

**Participants**

We recruited 12 participants (2 female, age 22–43, M=29, SD=6.8) from around our institution (whose ethics review process we complied with). Three of the participants had limited experience with electrostimulation devices (“once/ a few times”). None of the participants had dermatitis or other skin conditions. As a safety precaution, we also only included participants without any cardiovascular conditions. We obtained participants’ informed consent and let them know that they could withdraw from the study at any time without any repercussions. Participants were given a non-monetary remuneration for participating in the study.

**Apparatus**

During itch feedback evaluation, participants used our prototype device while seated in front of a computer running the experimental software. Two 5×5 cm self-adhesive wet gel electrodes were attached to the hairy skin of the posterior forearm, just below the left wrist (as shown in Figure 5). We placed the electrodes on the inwards-facing side and about 1 cm apart. For input, participants used a mouse with their right hand.
Figure 6. During calibration (shown here for Participant 7), we present several short stimuli to participants. They respond as to whether there was strong movement (red triangle down), slight movement (green circle), or no movement (blue triangle up). We fit a plane to those data to filter out most settings that result in movement. In this example, all parameters to the right of the plane are excluded.

Procedure

After participants provided informed consent, they sat in front of the apparatus and we attached the electrodes. We then performed a calibration procedure to determine suitable feedback parameters. Because of individual differences in skin resistance we cannot use the same parameters across all participants: What might be a weak signal for one participant could be a too strong for another one. For the calibration, we asked participants to rate thirty stimuli randomly chosen from the full parameter space (30–80 Hz frequency, 2–5 ms pulse width, and 0–150 steps of the amplitude). Stimuli were only played back for 400 ms to ensure that even if one stimulus was slightly stronger, the discomfort for participants is minimal. For each stimulus, participants then responded whether there was (1) no movement, (2) slight movement, or (3) strong movement in their wrist/hand.

We encoded their responses numerically (0 for no, 1 for slight, and 2 for strong movement intensity) and saved them together with each stimulus’ parameters. After all calibration samples had been collected, we used this data to find a plane in the parameter space that separates the range of parameters that resulted in movement from those that do not. This is formulated as a least squares optimization problem where we solve for a plane through a response value of 0.5 (i.e., halfway between no movement and slight movement). We computed this plane via the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and saved the resulting weights. Subsequently, we restricted parameter selection to only the part of the parameter space to the left of that plane (see Figure 6 for an example). After successful calibration, at most a few muscle-actuating stimuli were presented to participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prickling</th>
<th>Gentle</th>
<th>Pulling</th>
<th>Vibrating</th>
<th>Pulsating</th>
<th>Itching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irritating</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Stinging</td>
<td>Soothing</td>
<td>Twitching</td>
<td>Hurting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Localized</td>
<td>Diffuse</td>
<td>Calming</td>
<td>Forceful</td>
<td>Energizing</td>
<td>Jabbing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squeezing</td>
<td>Faint</td>
<td>Tickling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Terms used by participants to describe the sensations they had in the first study phase. They could pick any number or none of them.

Once calibrated, participants moved on to the first phase of the study. In this phase, participants were presented 40 randomly selected stimuli (limited to the calibrated parameter space) for 4 s per stimulus. After each stimulus, we asked them to provide a qualitative assessment of what it felt like. Instead of free-form answers, we asked participants to rate the experience using a provided set of 21 terms. We use the terms on tactile experiences identified by Obrist et al. [41] as a starting point and adapt those to sensations specific to the skin (see Table 1 for a list of all the available terms). We randomized the layout of terms for each trial to avoid ordering effects. Participants were instructed to choose any number of terms that they felt relevant to the experienced stimulus. If they did not feel anything, they could also move on without selecting any term.

So far, in the first phase and during the calibration, we did not ask participants specifically about itching, but hid this aspect within a set of other descriptors. In the second phase of the study, we change this and explicitly ask participants about the itching experience. We again sample from the constrained parameter space for a further 10 trials. However, if participants provided an itching rating for a stimulus during the first phase, we randomly reuse up to five of those stimuli in the second phase. During a stimulus, a dialog popped up every four seconds asking the participant for ratings of how itchy and how pulsating the current sensation was. They did so via two continuous visual analogue scales. This delay was intended to allow collection of several ratings per trial, but to provide some time between ratings for participants to just experience the sensations. Stimuli in this phase were presented for at least 20 s or till the last dialog was closed.

At the end of each trial in the second phase, we asked participants for additional ratings (see Figure 7). Apart from rating the level of comfort and how natural they felt the stimulus was (again on visual analogue scales), this also included a task to gather location information. Given an illustration of the arm and the two electrodes, participants marked the area where they felt a sensation during the stimulus.

Overall the study took about 30 minutes. At the end, participants filled out a questionnaire where we gathered additional feedback and overall subjective ratings.
Results
Participants experienced a wide range of sensations during our evaluation. We look at results from each of the study phases separately.

Calibration Phase
Figure 8 shows how participants’ reactions to the calibration stimuli varied. Where Participant 7 experienced many instances of strong movement, Participant 6 did not experience any. Since what constitutes strong and slight movement is subjective, participants employed different strategies here. Anecdotally, some participants were more “enduring” and gave ratings of slight movement even for stronger stimuli. Others were more sensitive and rated a large share of trials as at least causing slight movement.

Overall, while there were instances of strong movement, the experimenter did not observe visibly strong muscle activations in subsequent trials. Thus, the calibration phase successfully limited the range to one more applicable to electrotactile experiences. This also shows in the participants’ responses in the later qualitative rating tasks, which we describe below.

First Study Phase
In the first phase, participants provided 1199 terms in 480 trials, an average of 2.5 terms per trial. This varied between participants and while Participant 7 only provided 45 terms, Participant 10 selected 164. The most common sensation was vibrating, which was used 121 times to describe a stimulus. We saw more than double the ratings relating to lower intensity (gentle, faint) than ratings relating to high intensity (strong, forceful). This further suggests that our calibration successfully constrained the space. As we told participants that strong stimuli were acceptable the presence of forceful stimuli is not surprising. Stimuli where participants actually indicated a hurting sensation (even if weak) only made up 2% of trials.

In 24 trials participants described a sensation as itching. One reason for this low frequency is that we did not constrain the parameters to those generally found to be more prone to itching, but tested a larger subset of non-actuating stimuli. But there are also likely differences in what participants view as itching (see, e.g., the strong label). Highlighted here are sensations more closely relating to itching.

To develop a better understanding for what terms correlate with itching we look at the trials where the term itching was used together with other terms. As shown in Figure 9, itching has connections to stinging, irritating, as well as to prickling. However, surprisingly, the itching descriptor also appears together with terms such as gentle and calming. It seems that itching is not necessarily strong and hurting (other terms it correlates with), but can also be a more subtle sensation that is less overpowering.
We can relate the qualitative experiences to the intensity of the stimulus that evoke them. Intensity is relative to each participant’s calibration. The fitted plane gives the threshold between stimuli that are actuating and those that are not. The further one moves to the left of that plane the weaker stimuli get. We discretize this distance for all participants, which sorts qualitative ratings into per-participant intensity bins. These can then be combined over all participants to provide a normalized view of where which sensations occur in the parameter space.

Figure 10 shows which sensations occur where along the intensity spectrum. We can see a general trend for more sensation the higher the signal intensity, including for the highlighted itching-related sensations. But this figure also shows the intensity alone is not a good predictor of what a user will perceive. In the same intensity bin sensations like vibrating, squeezing, and itching coincide, yet were never used together in any trial.

Second Study Phase

Where we collected general sensation ratings in the first phase, we asked participants directly for itchiness ratings in the second phase. This phase was designed to collect multiple ratings over the stimulus duration, but we found that it took most participants too long to provide ratings. We thus do not report on changes in itch perception over longer stimulus durations, but focus on the overall ratings and, in particular, how they relate to participants’ comfort levels.

Figure 11 shows all ratings of itchiness and comfort together, indicating that increased itching leads to discomfort. This includes many trials where no itching was felt by the participants. If we only look at the itchiness to comfort relationship for trials where some itching was perceived, this relationship becomes clearer. In fact, while slight itch can be comfortable, we recorded no trials with intense itch that were also rated as comfortable.

In this phase we reused up to five stimuli from the first phase if participants rated them as itching. It is thus possible that these participants had a higher likelihood for actual itching experiences in this phase. Another possibility is that some participants describe sensations as itching, where others might resort to different descriptors. We investigated the influence of how many stimuli were reused on the average itching ratings in the second phase.

Linear regression showed a significant influence (p < 0.01) of percentage of reuse on the average itchiness ($r^2 = 0.6$). In fact, an independent samples t-test showed significantly larger itchiness ratings for repeated stimuli than for newly drawn ones (p < 0.001). This is not surprising as we randomly sample the parameter space and do not bias this towards areas of itching. Yet, this also shows that there is consistency in participants’ ratings as they also perceived itchiness in repeated presentations. Thus, stimulus parameters can likely be calibrated per-participant to evoke specific sensations, once a suitable setting has been determined.

As described above, we also asked participants during this phase to mark the area where they perceived a sensation. For some participants the sensations were much more localized than for others. Where Participant 1 pointed out small areas around the electrodes, others, such as Participant 12, described sensations all the way down their fingers. The fact that this kind of sensation can be felt beyond the immediate stimulation area could potentially enable designs not feasible with other means of feedback. For example, this hints at the fact that there might be some flexibility as to the placement of the stimulator and could bode well for integration into wearables.

Instead of the overall stimulation area, we can look more closely at those trials where participants felt an itching sensation. As shown in Figure 12, itching sensations appear to cluster more closely around the electrodes than non-itching sensations. Interestingly, there also seems to be a slight bias towards the proximal electrode. Where non-itching sensations often would extend all the way to the finger tips, itching sensations were more localized.

Itching Parameters

If we average over all participants, then the ideal signal for itching is a 60 Hz wave with 3.8 ms pulse width and an amplitude of about 0.2 mA. However, there is much variation between participants. We can limit this by only considering the participants who experienced at least five trials with itching. This yields similar averages, but also shows that while the variance of the frequency and pulse width parameters decreases, variance for the amplitude remains higher. The signal strength thus is likely the parameter varying the most between participants. What amplitude is required for a consistent sensation is also influenced by electrode placement, which could also be a factor in the differences we see in our results.
Subjective Experiences

Figure 13 shows subjective ratings from our participants. Asked how easy to ignore they thought the kind of feedback they experienced was, participants gave mixed responses. This might be due to the wide range of sensations, where some are gentle and soothing and thus more easily ignorable, while others are more intense and less easy to ignore. However, the average comfort rating (per the second phase trials) and the participants’ perceived ability to ignore the feedback were not correlated: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient $r_s = 0.0, p = 0.99$. The level of itching also did not correlate: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient $r_s = −0.1, p = 0.67$. Hence, there is no clear relationship between the final experiences in the second phase and participants response.

The majority of the participants responded that they mostly perceived on-skin sensations and not finger actuation. This again confirms that our calibration worked and we were able to limit actuating sensations.

All participants saw potential in integrating this kind of feedback into future smartwatches. One participant remarked that this feedback: “could be cool if it could tell you through a smartwatch if it was a message, special call, etc.” (P6)

Many participants also remarked on what the sensations felt like to them. Sensations could be “either kind of stingy and ‘working me up’ (causing to move), or totally relaxing and causing me to lean back and relax” (P2). This range was also described as: “the calm, almost not sensible sensation were soothing and kind of dreamy. The others were not irritating, but most of the time uncomfortable — though some were just there” (P8). Sensations could be “a general feeling of something interfering with the hairs on your arm” (P10). But it could also be that “most of the sensations felt quite unnatural” (P11). One participant noted that “most comfortable was the ones pulsating instead of vibrating” (P11).

Some participants likened the sensations to specific previous experiences. For example, “one type was similar to when my arm is ‘sleeping’” (P12). more unconventionally, “once after a hash cookie I woke up as being hit by electricity; some stronger vibes remind me of that” (P5). Another participant remarked that “it feels like being stung by a lot of small needles, and you feel the urge to scratch” (P10).

There were also some comments relating to the location of the sensations. For example, the sensation could be “very pulsating in/on specific spots on my arm” (P6). But it was also “completely focused on a small area (2 fingers + wrist)” (P9). One participant remarked on an effect after the signal was already off, where “the sensation lingers afterwards a little bit. I can feel a slight irritation in my ring finger” (P8).

Discussion

Our first evaluation has shown that we have found parameters that caused itching sensations for the participants. However, the sensation of itching is mixed with a range of other sensations. Similar to itching, some of these other sensations were also uncomfortable, but the majority was more pleasant. In other cases, participants received gentle, relaxing, and calming sensations. This demonstrates that this kind of feedback holds the potential for not just “uncomfortable interactions” [2], but could also be used for the opposite.

If we relate this back to the two questions we set out to investigate then we can see that the answer to Q1 is complex. There is an overall pattern that increased intensity results in more pronounced sensations. Yet, this does not guarantee itching and it is only in the right combination of all three dimensions that this kind of sensation is evoked.

With regards to Q2, we gained several insights into the properties of itch stimuli. As participants remarked in the final questionnaire, the itching caused them to move and perceive “the urge to scratch”. A large difference was seen in comparison to the more relaxing sensations, where one participant went so far as to describe the sensation as “dreamy”. The data from the stimulus localization task also suggests that itching might be more localized than other sensations.

COMPARING ITCHING AND VIBRATION FEEDBACK

In the first study we investigated which electrotactile feedback signals can evoke itch. With this second study we focus on the notification properties of itching. The responses of the first study’s participants underline the potential of this application. Furthermore, previous work suggests that itching would have activating and demanding properties when used for notifications. We confirm this here in a comparison of itching and vibrotactile feedback in a smartwatch. Furthermore, this second study allows us to directly test the consistency of itch stimuli, by focusing on stimuli we found likely to itch instead of randomly sampling the space.

Design

The study is a within-subjects design with feedback type (itching or vibration) as independent variable.

Participants

We recruited 14 participants (8 female, age 20–32, M=25.1, SD=3.4) via a mailing list. 5 of these participants already took part in our first study (about half a year earlier). The same precautions and process as in the first study were used.

Apparatus

We use the same stimulator as in the previous study. The vibrotactile feedback is generated by an Apple Watch (see Figure 14). We affixed itch stimulation electrodes to the watch strap. We deem this the likeliest location for future integration into smartwatches. Instead of wet electrodes we use copper tape as electrode material, as it conforms to the watch strap’s shape. For three of our participants the electrodes made insufficient contact with their wrist. Those participants instead wore wet electrodes in the same location. We envision that electrode traces and pads would be directly integrated into future straps (e.g., via a conductive rubber material).
Procedure
This study again started with a calibration phase. We asked participants to increase the intensity until they could clearly perceive a sensation. The initial frequency and pulse width parameters were set to itching parameters determined in our first study. Participants could also adjust the signal frequency to maximize the sensation of itching. Afterwards, during the study, itch stimuli lasted 3 s when played back.

In the first phase, participants rated itch and vibrotactile stimuli. Leaning on the IRC framework [35], we asked participants to rate how (1) interruptive they perceived a stimulus, and (2) how much they felt a stimulus prompted them to act. We did not consider the third dimension, comprehension, in this phase. For itch stimuli, we also asked participants to rate the level of itching. We used four different stimuli for this phase: the calibrated itching, modified itching (10 % higher amplitude and 10 % lower frequency), and two vibrotactile cues (the “notification” and “retry” types on the Apple Watch). Stimuli order was randomized and each stimulus repeated 5 times.

We were also interested in preferences for specific kinds of notifications. In a second phase we hence asked participants to indicate preferences (by ordering) of stimuli for a set of notification scenarios (see Figure 16). We derive these scenarios from smartwatch usage patterns, reported in the literature [5, 18, 52]. Participants could play back each stimulus as often as they desired in this phase. In addition to ranking the stimuli, we also asked participants to verbalize their reasons for this ranking. We finished the study with a short interview.

Results
Because three participants used a different electrode setup than the others, we first confirmed there was no systematic difference between these two groups. We ran a Mann-Whitney U test to evaluate differences in the groups’ itch ratings. We found no significant effect of electrode type; \( U = 8, p = 0.4 \).

As participants reused the same itching stimulus throughout this study, we can examine how consistently itching sensations were generated. The mean and median itch ratings were 3.9 and 4.0 respectively on a 0–5 Likert scale and about 90 % of the trials resulted in a clear itch sensation. All but two participants reported consistent itching (with some variation, e.g., due to shifting strap placement)—the mean interquartile range for all participants was only one score point. Those two participants still felt some itching, but were removed from further analysis. Overall, the results indicate we were able to consistently and reliably induce itch sensations.

We find that itching stimuli were rated as more interrupting as well as more activating (prompting a response) than vibration stimuli. Error bars show bootstrapped 95 % confidence intervals.
Participants noted multiple differences between itching and vibration. Several participants described itching as “more intense” (P4), “much stronger” (P1), “hard to ignore” (P6, P13), and “urgent” (P5). Similarly, vibration was perceived as “easier to ignore” (P11), “easy to [overlook]” (P7), and “more familiar” (P3). Participant 12 provided a representative summary by stating that the itching was “uncomfortable” and he was “forced to react,” which led him to prefer vibration for postponable notifications and itching for urgent ones.

Participants also described their ranking strategy. They chose vibration for “good/positive” (P1), “less important” (P11), “comfortable” (P9), or “more relaxed” (P2) situations. They chose itching for “important” (P1, P5, P9, P11, P13, P14) and “urgent” (P12) situations. Yet, two participants picked vibration feedback for “important” situations (P8, P10). Vibration was also preferred when participants feared distraction from itching when driving (P6, P7, P9).

Two participants remarked on the connection between “punishment” and itch feedback. Furthermore, one participant pointed out that he felt itching had its “source of origin […] inside the arm”, while “vibration [acted] from outside” (P8). One participant (P13) also remarked on the beneficial properties of silent itch feedback when in a movie theater.

**Discussion**

The results demonstrate that itching and vibration feedback differ in fundamental ways. Itching is significantly more interrupting and activating than vibration feedback. Thus, not only do users notice it, they are strongly prompted to act on this feedback. This is in line with the general properties of itch, as described earlier. But because of this difference, itching also is the less appropriate choice in some scenarios. Participants were more likely to prefer vibration feedback for notifications related to family, achievements, or hobbies. Yet, in more pressing or somber scenarios, itching can be a suitable alternative.

Our participants’ interview responses further hint at those differences. Itch was associated with more urgent and important notifications, but vibration feedback was overall more pleasant. As most notifications are likely not urgent or important, this led to the overall preference for vibration feedback. However, our participants’ responses show that itching has the potential to supplement vibration feedback for more urgent or important notifications.

Finally, the comment by P8 on the source of itching and vibration points to the fact that itching is a sensation that acts within the body. Vibration on the other hand is seen as acting from the outside. This raises further questions on what this difference means for what is seen as more natural.

**APPLICATIONS**

In our investigation of itch feedback, we have focused on the use case of notifications. However, we see several other applications where itch feedback could be valuable. One example is Metha et al.’s envisioned privacy itch and scratch, where a user’s arm starts to itch as a “privacy breach” occurs [37].

We see particular promise for itching in nudging scenarios, where users desire to break bad habits. Itching could also be used to create discomfort to get users to shift their body, for example, to change seating posture. Itching could also be added to VR applications to provide more realistic feedback when touching, for example, virtual poison ivy.

**CONCLUSION**

In this paper we have investigated itching as a form of feedback for interactive devices. Itching holds several properties that make it an attractive choice for integration into systems. Not only does it grab our attention, it also pushes us towards action. Just because itching is uncomfortable should not preclude its use in interactive systems. In fact, that very discomfort is what reinforces the activating properties itching holds.

Starting from a description of itching, we have described several ways itching sensations can be created. From these, electrical stimulation is the most suited for use in interactive devices. This connects itching feedback to the large area of work on functional electrical stimulation, such as used for electric muscle stimulation. Inspired by the existing designs for electric stimulators, we have presented a small and mobile-ready prototype for creating a range of electrotactile stimuli. With our device and studies we have focused only on the wrist and other feedback locations need to be explored by future work.

In our first study, we have investigated what parameters lead to itching and how itching interacts with other sensations. All participants experienced itching, yet we found that signal parameters are in a complex interplay and per-participant calibration is necessary.

In our second study we directly compared itching against vibration. We also confirmed that itching stimuli can be calibrated for and then consistently applied. We found that compared to vibration feedback, itching is more interrupting and activating. Our participants’ preference patterns also showed that vibration and itching feedback have distinct areas where they are seen as advantageous. Itching feedback here showed potential for complementing vibration feedback when more intense activation is needed or in less casual contexts.

Our interviews point to several aspects of itching that warrant further investigation. Itching was seen as occurring within the body and several participants remarked the need to scratch the itch site. Both these properties are unique to itch feedback and hint that itching might be a potentially more natural way to provide notifications. However, additional studies are required to investigate the combination of itch feedback with scratch input (detection of which previous work has shown [40, 29]). Furthermore, it is presently unclear whether any useful properties can emerge from the differences between feedback perceived on the surface of and within the body.
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